Mechanosensitive TRP channels in cardiovascular pathophysiology.
Transient receptor potential (TRP) proteins constitute a large non-voltage-gated cation channel superfamily, activated polymodally by various physicochemical stimuli, and are implicated in a variety of cellular functions. Known activators for TRP include not only chemical stimuli such as receptor stimulation, increased acidity and pungent/cooling agents, but temperature change and various forms of mechanical stimuli such as osmotic stress, membrane stretch, and shear force. Recent investigations have revealed that at least ten mammalian TRPs exhibit mechanosensitivity (TRPC1, 5, 6; TRPV1, 2, 4; TRPM3, 7; TRPA1; TRPP2), but the mechanisms underlying it appear considerably divergent and complex. The proposed mechanisms are associated with lipid bilayer mechanics, specialized force-transducing structures, biochemical reactions, membrane trafficking and transcriptional regulation. Many of mechanosensitive (MS)-TRP channel likely undergo multiple regulations via these mechanisms. In the cardiovascular system in which hemodynamic forces constantly operate, the impact of mechanical stress may be particularly significant. Extensive morphological and functional studies have indicated that several MS-TRP channels are expressed in cardiac muscle, vascular smooth muscle, endothelium and vasosensory neurons, each differentially contributing to cardiovascular (CV) functions. To further complexity, the recent evidence suggests that mechanical stress may synergize with neurohormonal mechanisms thereby amplifying otherwise marginal responses. Furthermore, the currently available data suggest that MS-TRP channels may be involved in CV pathophysiology such as cardiac arrhythmia, cardiac hypertrophy/myopathy, hypertension and aneurysms. This review will overview currently known mechanisms for mechanical activation/modulation of TRPs and possible connections of MS-TRP channels to CV disorders.